24	SAINT JOAN
powerful that it kept her in continual trouble with the medi-
cal and military panjandrums of her time.
failures of the voices
That the voices and visions were illusory, and their
wisdom all Joan's own* is shewn by the occasions on which
they failed her, notably during her trial, when they assured
her that she would be rescued. Here her hopes flattered
her; but they were not unreasonable: her military col-
league La Hire was in command of a considerable force
not so very far off; and if the Armagnacs, as her party was
called, had reaEy wanted to rescue her, and had put any-
thing like her own vigor into the enterprise, they could
have attempted it with very fair chances of success. She
did not understand that they were glad to be rid of her, nor
that the rescue of a prisoner from the hands of the Church
was a much mote serious business for a medieval captain,
or even a medieval king, than its mere physical difficulty
as a military exploit suggested. According to her lights her
expectation of a rescue was reasonable ; therefore she heard
Madame Saint Catherine assuring her it would happen^
that being her *ay of finding out and making up her own
mind. When it became evident that she had miscalculated :
she was led to the stake, and La Hire was not thunder-
ing at the gates of Rouen nor charging Warwick's men at
she threw over Saint Catherine at once, and recanted.
Nothing could be more sane or practical It was not until
she discovered that she had gained nothing by her recanta-
tion but close imprisonment for life that she withdrew it,
tad deliberately and explicitly chose burning instead; a
decision which shewed not only the extraordinary decision

